
Lecture 14:  Ohio’s Supernatural 
Folklore (1793-2015)

Bigfoots, Aliens, and Ghosts Oh My!



Today’s Burning Historical Questions

• What role has supernatural folklore played in Ohio’s cultural history?

• What is the difference between folklore and history?



Haunted Ohio:  Mansfield (1812-2015)

• Indian murders (1812)
• “Spook hollow”

• Camp Mordecai Bartley (1861)
• Soldiers haunt OSR?

• Phoebe Wise (1850?-1933)
• Hermit haunts OSR?

• Ohio State Reformatory (OSR)
• Rehabilitation not punishment
• More than 200 deaths
• Wide variety of paranormal activity Open from 1896-1990, the Ohio State Reformatory 

is a major attraction for ghost hunting enthusiasts.



Ohio’s Cryptids (1793-2015)

• “Grassman” – Ohio’s Bigfoot (1869)
• Tall, hairy, reclusive, & smelly

• Occasionally violent

• The Lake Erie Monster (1793)
• $100k reward for “Bessie”

• The Mothman (1966-67)
• Tragic prophesy?

• UFOs & Men-in-Black

A bigfoot “nest” discovered near Akron in 1995.

http://c10566323.r23.cf2.rackcdn.com/03-28-39_lake-erie-monster-beer_original.jpg
http://www.mothmanfestival.com/


Ohio’s Close Encounters (1873?-2015)

• Close encounters (1873?)
• Formulaic accounts

• Men in Black
• Military intelligence?

• WPAFB Hangar 18 (1947)
• Airforce intelligence & engineering lab

• Said to house Roswell evidence

• HQ for UFO investigations agency

• Rep. Dennis Kucinich (1982)

Hangar 18 at WPAFB – said to house alien cadavers & technology.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUGIocJK9Tc
http://www.motherjones.com/files/legacy/mojoblog/kucinichbelieve250.jpg


Discussion Questions

• Does anyone believe in or have any good bigfoot/                                                 
ghost/alien stories?  Why have these stories                                            
endured?

• Did any of the written reports, photographs, or                                  
recordings provide credible evidence of super-
natural phenomena?  Why or why not?

• What constitutes credible evidence and/or a                                  
reliable source?

Photograph of a “Grassman” handprint in
Adams County found in 1995.



Answers to Today’s Burning Historical 
Questions

• Ohio has a long and rich history of supernatural folklore.  The 
paranormal activity at the Ohio State Reformatory, sightings of the 
Lake Erie Monster, and the allegations surrounding WPAFB Hangar 
18 are only a few of the more prominent examples.  These 
folktales/legends/myths have become an important part of Buckeye 
culture.

• Until the 1970s history and folklore were distinct fields since they 
tended to treat the truth differently.  Over the last few decades, the 
two specialties have begun to overlap slightly and folklore is 
considered an important part of cultural history.


